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Abstract— We describe Wireless Network Utility Maximiza-
tion, WNUM, and compare its performance to NUM for wireless
networks of interfering links under random time varying chan-
nel conditions. WNUM is shown to simultaneously offer greater
rate and reliability performance in simulations operating under
Rayleigh fading. A general method for finding adaptive network
control policies is presented that is sample-based and converges
to the optimal control policies for the network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Managing and controlling mobile ad-hoc networks

(MANET’s) presents many technical challenges. Consider-

able recent research has investigated using the Network Util-

ity Maximization (NUM) framework to optimize MANET’s

[1], [2], [3]. While the NUM framework has shown to be

a useful tool in wireline networks, recent simulation results

have shown NUM performance to be disappointing when

applied to MANET’s [4].

We theorize that this disappointing performance results

from several fundamental limitations of the canonical NUM

framework when applied to the dynamic lossy environments

of MANET’s. In particular, NUM does not capture the effects

of lossy randomly varying wireless channel conditions on

system performance nor does it explicitly include reliabil-

ity mechanisms to address this fundamental issue. Further,

canonical NUM only measures the information-carrying rate

of a system in evaluating its performance and does not cap-

ture the inherent rate-reliability tradeoff of wireless systems.

Recent work [5] has extended the canonical NUM approach

to take into account reliability in addition to information rate

in evaluating system performance, but it does not capture the

effect of random channel variations, a significant source of

transmission error. To address these limitations, we extend

NUM to dynamic wireless environments by explicitly in-

corporating assumptions about the physical channel such as

time varying fading, mobility, link reliability, etc. We term

this framework Wireless NUM (WNUM).

In this paper we specialize WNUM to manage the rate-

reliability tradeoff in wireless networks with randomly time-

varying channels. We extend [5] and our work in [6] to

find optimal adaptive policies to manage self-interfering

networks under power rate and reliability constraints. Our

results show that WNUM offers significant performance

gains over the NUM formulation, simultaneously improving

both information rate and information reliability in our

simulations. We present a method for finding optimal control

policies that sample the channel and make no parametric

assumptions about the distribution of channel states. The

approach converges to the system parameters necessary to

optimally control the system. The convergence of WNUM is

briefly analyzed as a Stochastic Approximation problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

In Section II we describe our wireless system model. In

Section III we describe NUM and discuss its performance

characteristics in fading channels. In Section IV we describe

WNUM and formulate the associated network problem. In

Section V we describe a method for finding optimal control

policies and in Section VI interpret the generated Lagrange

multipliers. In Section VII we investigate the performance

of our approach and compare it to the NUM formulation in

[5]. Section VIII describes our conclusions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

There are M logical source/destination pairs and L links in

the network. Each source and destination is associated with

an upper layer protocol stack. The flow of information over

the network from a logical source to a logical destination,

possibly over multiple links, is termed an information flow.

Flows from different sources m may traverse the same link l.

The routing of information flows over links is described by

the routing matrix A, where Alm = 1 if information on flow

m traverses link l and is otherwise zero.

A single link is shown in Figure 1. One or more sources

and their associated upper layer protocol stacks send packets

into the link encoder at information rates rm. In the figure a

single source and its associated upper layer protocol stack is

shown for simplicity. Packets are encoded and are injected

into the link buffer. The encoder uses block convolutional

codes, which add additional bits to the information flow to

enhance error detection and recovery. The ratio of the total

number of useful information bits to the total number of bits

exiting the encoder per unit time is termed the code rate

0 < θl ≤ 1. Encoded bits are removed from the link buffer

and transmitted by the wireless link at rate Rl . The rate at

which useful information is transmitted across the link is

θlRl .

The channel is modeled by a channel state (gain) matrix

G ∈ RL×L, where Gi j is the power gain from the transmitter

on link j to the receiver on link i. The vector of transmitter

powers is given by S ∈ RL. Each transmitter has an average

power budget S̄. For concreteness the link rate function is



assumed to be of the form

Rl(S,G) = log
(

1 + KGiiSl

∑ j 6=l Gl jS j+N

)

l = 1, . . . ,L (1)

where K is fixed and scales the received power [7] and N

is receiver noise. The distribution of G ∼ p(G) is stationary

and ergodic and is unknown to the network. We assume the

channel state is estimated without error and is known at the

set of transmitters. Since the channel is randomly varying,

the link rates can also vary, resulting in link congestion and

queuing delay at the link buffers.

The error probability of bits flowing over the link is

defined as E(θ ) and is assumed to be an increasing function

of the code rate θ . Explicit expressions for E(θ ) are difficult

to find and we use the upper bound

E(θ ) =
1

2
2−N(R0−θ) (2)

where N is the code block length used by the encoder and

R0 is the cutoff rate [8]. The reliability of an information

flow m is defined by φm

φ ≤ 1−AT E(θ ) (3)

where AT E(θ ) is the sum of the error rates on the links

traversed by the flow.
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Fig. 1. System Model

The performance of upper layer protocols are modeled

as utility functions. Each source m has a utility function

U(rm,φm). Utility functions are strictly concave increasing

functions of the information rate and information reliability.

We consider the following parameterized family of utility

functions, which are extensions of utility functions [9], [1]

often used in the literature:

U(r,φ) =

{

β r1−α

1−α +(1−β ) φ
1−α

1−α , α > 0 α 6= 1

β ln(r)+ (1−β ) ln(φ), α = 1.

(4)

where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 weights the relative importance of infor-

mation rate and reliability.

The system can adapt to changing channel conditions

by estimating G and adapting parameters such as transmit

power S = S(G), transmitter link rate R = R(S(G),G), the

upper layer information rate r = r(G), code rate θ (G) and

information reliability φ(G). The reliability policy can be

thought of as a command to the wireless network to supply

a required level of reliability.

III. NUM PERFORMANCE

In this section we briefly describe NUM. The canonical

NUM problem is to find the optimal information rates r that

maximize overall network utility. Information flows across

a network of links. The links are assumed to have fixed,

error free link rates, R̄ and to have a link buffer of unlimited

capacity. Formally the NUM problem can be expressed as

maximize
r≥0

∑m Um(rm)

subject to

Ar ≤ R̄

(5)

where A describes the fixed topology of the network. The

operation of the network is described as an optimization

algorithm seeking to solve this problem.

In many practical systems the information rate and in-

formation reliability of a link can be changed by adjusting

the link code rate. In [5] the authors extend the basic NUM

formulation to capture this tradeoff as

maximize
r≥0,θ ,φ

∑m Um(rm,φm)

subject to

Ar ≤ Diag(θ )R̄
φ ≤ 1−AT E(θ )
0 ≤ θ ≤ 1

0 ≤ φ ≤ 1.

(6)

This approach has the benefit of explicitly modeling informa-

tion reliability and information rate, but completely ignores

the effects of randomly time varying wireless channels. In

particular, it takes the link rate R̄ as a fixed constant. In a flat

fading context, this implies that the fading can be perfectly

offset via power control (implying unconstrained transmitter

power) or that the network will experience outages when

channel conditions fall below those necessary to support this

fixed transmission rate. Such outages reduce the effective

information throughput and increase average delay [10],

since the link is unable to transmit successfully during the

outage.

Figure 2 shows the effect of outages on NUM information

throughput as a function of average SNR and under Rayleigh

fading. For clarity we model a single link using (6). For

networks with independent link fading and infinite link

buffers the results are similar. We compare two cases each

with the same average SNR. In the first case, we find the

information throughput of the system at 10% outage when

the channel is randomly varying. In the second or NUM

case, we find the information rate of the system with a

fixed SNR, corresponding to R̄. The ratio of information

throughput for the time varying case to the static case is the

effective information throughput. At 10% outage probability

and an average SNR of 20 dB, the effective throughput is



only 55% of what is anticipated. As can be seen at moderate

to low SNR’s the effective information throughput is further

reduced.
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Fig. 2. NUM Effective Rate vs. Ave SNR

IV. WNUM: OPTIMAL RATE AND RELIABILITY

POLICIES

In this section we extend (6) to wireless time varying

channels by reformulating it as a WNUM problem and

describe a method of solution. In any particular wireless

application the distribution of channel states is likely to be

unknown, and so our method of solution is sample based and

does not assume the system has prior knowledge about p(G)
WNUM formally introduces random channel (or other

network component) variations and focuses on performance

metrics and constraints represented as averages. The idea is

to find adaptive rate, reliability and power policies that maxi-

mize the average utility of the network, under constraints on

information rates, link rates, reliability and average power

transmitted. By policies we mean functions that optimally

adapt to changes in the channel state, and we write S(G),
r(G), R(S(G),G), φ(G), θ (G) for the respective transmitter

power, information rate, link rate, code rate and reliability

policies.

The formal WNUM problem is

maximize E[∑mUm(rm(G),φm(G))]

subject to

E[Sl(G)] ≤ S̄l , l = 1, . . . ,L

E[Ar] ≤ E[Diag(θ (G))R(S(G),G)]
E[φ(G)] ≤ 1−E[AT E(θ (G))]
0 < θ (G) < 1

0 < φ(G) < 1

(7)

where E is the expectation operator. The optimization is over

the policies r(G),S(G),R(G),φ(G),θ (G) and indirectly the

link rate R(S(G),G). The first constraint limits the average

transmitter power E[Sl(G)] to be less than or equal to S̄.

At a given channel state G, S(G) can be greater than or

less than S̄. The second constraint requires that the average

information flow into a link buffer must be less than the

average transmission rate of information across the link. For

poor channel states, the information flow into the buffer

may exceed the information flow across the link, increasing

congestion and conversely for good channel states. The third

constraint requires that on average the reliability of the

network exceed that commanded by the upper layer protocols

through φ(G). The remaining constraints simply reflect the

relevant ranges of these policies, but require that they be met

for every channel state.

Equation (7) is not a convex problem and globally optimal

policies may not exist. It can be transformed into a convex

problem through a transformation of the vector variables

S(G) and r(G) and the introduction of the auxillary vector

variable π(G). In particular, if we define Ŝ(G) = log(S(G))
and r̂(G) = log(r(G)), then (7) can be rewritten in convex

form

maximize E[∑mÛm(r̂m(G),φm(G))]

subject to

E[exp(Ŝl(G))] ≤ S̄l , l = 1, . . . ,L

E[π(G)] ≤ E[Diag(θ (G))R(S(G),G)]
E[φ(G)] ≤ 1−E[AT E(θ (G))]
Ar̂(G) ≤ log(θ (G))+ log(π(G))
0 < θ (G) < 1

0 < φ(G) < 1.

(8)

The variables Ŝ(G) and r̂(G) can be interpreted as pro-

portional to power and code rate in dB. The constraint

Ar̂(G) ≤ log(θ (G))+ log(π(G)) is equivalent to

aT
l r(G)

θl(G) ≤ πl(G) l = 1, . . . ,L (9)

where aT
l r(G) is the information arriving at the link, θl(G) is

the code rate and πl(G) is the rate at which coded bits enter

the link queue. Equation (9) has the natural interpretation

that the rate at which bits enter the link queue waiting to be

transmitted is equal to the information rate of bits arriving at

the encoder divided by the code rate. This relationship holds

for every channel state G. Bits in the link queue are removed

and transmitted at rate R(S(G),G). The constraint

E[π(G)] ≤ E[Diag(θ (G))R(S(G),G)] (10)

requires the link buffer to be serviced at an average rate

greater than or equal to the average arrival rate of bits to the

link buffer.

V. METHOD OF SOLUTION

Full Recourse Optimization with Expected Constraints,

FROEC, is used to solve (7). FROEC is an online discrete

time approach to optimization. It takes as input the sequence

of channel states seen by the network and produces as its

output estimates of the optimal policy values. As a by-

product FROEC produces the optimal Lagrange multipliers

associated with (7). The time index is k, and we indicate the

estimates of optimal Lagrange multiplier λ ∗ by λ k. Policy

values are denoted by rk = r(Gk,λ k), Sk = S(Gk,λ k), and

Rk = R((Gk,λ k),Gk), etc. For example Sk is the value of the

power policy at channel state Gk and λ k. FROEC does not



assume knowledge of p(G) and under suitable conditions

adjusts to changes in the channel’s empirical distribution.

FROEC solves the dual problem to (7). The dual function

is defined as

g(λ ) = argmax
Ω

L(r(G),S(G),φ(G),θ (G),λ ) (11)

where Ω= {r(G)≥ 0,S(G)≥ 0,0 < θ (G)< 1,0 < φ(G) < 1}
and

L(.) = E[U(r(G))
−λq(r(G)−R(S(G),G))
−λs(S(G)− S̄))
−λφ [φ(G)− (1−E[AT E(θ (G))])

(12)

We define λ = [λ T
q ,λ T

s ,λ T
φ ]T as the vector of Lagrange

multipliers.

The dual problem is

minimize
λ≥0

g(λ ). (13)

The FROEC approach samples the channel and generates

a sequence of stochastic subgradients to g(λ ). These in turn

are used to optimize (13). The FROEC algorithm has three

steps. In the first step, the channel is estimated at time k and

policy values calculated:

[rk
,Sk

,θ k
,φ k] = argmax

Ω

[

U(r)−λ k
q (r−R(S,Gk))−λ k

s (S− S̄))
]

.

(14)

The second step calculates stochastic subgradients:

δg = −





(

rk −θRk
)

(

Sk − S̄
)

(

φ(G)− (1− [ATE(θ (G)))
)



 (15)

which is a vector composed of the “slack” in the constraints

evaluated at the current policy estimates. In the third step,

the λ k are updated using the subgradient recursion

λ k+1 =
[

λ k +∆kδg
]+

(16)

where []+ is the positivity operator and the step size ∆k = γ
k

is a sequence of decreasing positive constants with γ ≤ 1.

A. Convergence

Our method of solution can be rewritten as a Stochastic

Approximation problem [11] when the distribution of Gk is

iid. A stochastic approximation problem is of the form

λ k+1 = λ k +∆k(h(λ k)+ Mk+1) (17)

where Mk are uncorrelated and zero mean. By making the

substitution h(λ ) = E[δg(λ ,G)] and

Mk+1 = δg(λ ,G)−E[δg(λ ,G)] (18)

equation (16) can be put into this form. Under suitable

conditions it is shown in [12] that the estimated Lagrange

multiplier converges to an optimal value λ k → λ ∗ with

probability one, and moreover that the λ k remain bounded

with probability one: sup ||λ k|| < ∞.

B. Convergence Behavior Numerical Example

In this Section we present a simple numerical example

to illustrate the convergence properties of our approach. For

clarity we consider a single link. In Section VII we evaluate

the performance of a multi-link interfering network after the

network has converged.

The simulation is over 2000 discrete time periods, with

S̄ = 10, N = 1, and G iid Rayleigh distribution with E[G] = 1.

The utility function has parameter, α = 0.5.

Figure 3 shows the values of λ versus the sample number.

As can be seen, the λ ’s converge after about 500 iterations.

In Figure 4, the running average of power is shown. Running

averages are used to approximate the expectation operation

in (7). The vertical axis is measured in terms of the percent-

age of target average power S. As anticipated the average

transmitter power approaches 100% of the target average

power. Figure 5 shows the running average information and

link throughput. Both the information and link throughput

improve as the link is optimized. Figure 6 shows the code

rate and the reliability of the link. As the number of samples

increases, the code rate stabilizes at a value of 0.7 and the

reliability stabilizes at a value of 0.83.

VI. INTERPRETATION OF OPTIMAL LAMBDAS

The post convergence Lagrange multipliers, λ ∗
q , λ ∗

s and

λ ∗
φ , have several interpretations. From (12) we can see

the Lagrange multipliers are constants of proportionality

between the constraints and the average network utility

function. A small change in a constraint [13] results in a

proportionate change in the network utility. For example, a

change ∆S̄ in the average power constraint yields a change

E[∆U ] = λ ∗
S∆S̄ (19)

in average utility. Similarly a small exogenous change in the

link rates, say by a reduction of thermal noise at the receiver,

will result in

E[∆U ] = λ ∗
q∆R (20)

improvement in performance. Note that λ ∗
q ,λ ∗

S ≥ 0 matching

the intuitive idea that an increase in link power budget or

an exogenous improvement in receiver performance cannot

decrease overall network performance in an interfering net-

work. Similar interpretations can be made for the reliability

constraint.

The Lagrange multipliers have an economic interpretation

as prices. Thus, λ ∗
S is the marginal or incremental price

of utility measured in utility per unit power and λ ∗
q is the

marginal or incremental price of utility measured in utility

per unit of information rate. The ratio of Lagrange multipliers

is the tradeoff between the constraints. For the lth link in a

network the ratio
[λ ∗

q ]l

[λ ∗
S ]l

(21)

has units of Joules/bit and is the cost to transmit the next bit

in the system on link l. Similarly the ratio

[λ ∗
φ ]l

[λ ∗
S ]l

(22)
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is the tradeoff between information reliability and transmitter

power. The cross-link power ratio between two links l and z

[λ ∗
S ]l

[λ ∗
S ]z

(23)

can be interpreted as the relative benefit of boosting power

at the two links.

VII. WNUM - MULTIPLE LINKS

In Section V-B we described the convergence properties

of the FROEC algorithm. In this section, we consider the

“operational” performance of the WNUM approach after it

has converged to the optimal values of Lagrange multipliers

λ ∗
q , λ ∗

s and λ ∗
φ . We use the term operational to describe

the steady state performance of WNUM optimal policies,

since this is the operating regime of WNUM. We compare

WNUM’s operational performance to the operational perfor-

mance of a NUM based approach described by equation (6)

and investigated in [5]. The results indicate WNUM offers

material performance advantages.

In both approaches we consider a wireless network with

L = 6 interfering links and use the utility function described

by (4). We consider a range of different values of β ,

corresponding to different rate-reliability tradeoffs in the

utility function metric. The channel state matrix G is drawn

iid Rayleigh with the diagonal elements scaled to yield an

average SINR of 30 dB over all links. The transmitter power

limit is S̄ = 4.

For L ≥ 2, the rate link rate function R(S(G),G) is not a

convex function and global policies may not exist. However,

in many practical situations, SINRl ≥ 1, l = 1, . . . ,L and

therefore we may consider the link rate function

Rl(S,G) = [log
(

KGiiSl

∑ j 6=l Gl jS j+N

)

]+ l = 1, . . . ,L. (24)

WNUM uses this rate function directly, adapting the link

rate to changing channel conditions. Equation (6) however

uses R̄, a fixed link rate that is independent of channel states

and transmitter power. As described in Section III a link

transmitting at a fixed rate and power in Rayleigh fading



will experience outages. To facilitate comparisons, we set R̄

to correspond to a 10% probability of outage. Other outage

probabilities will result in different results. A 1% outage

probability will reduce R̄ and network performance, and a

20% will increase R̄ and network performance. To find R̄

analytically is mathematically intractable and so Monte Carlo

methods were used. The value of R̄ was found by considering

20000 channel samples, calculating Rl(S,G), and setting R̄

such that fewer than 10% of the samples resulted in link

rates less than R̄.
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Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of the two methods.

As anticipated, both methods increase the network informa-

tion throughput and decrease reliability with increasing β .

Figure 7 compares the information rate averaged over the

network’s 6 links. WNUM outperforms NUM by approxi-

mately 30% over all values of β considered. Similarly, Figure

8 compares the reliability of the two methods, again averaged

over the 6 links. The WNUM approach offers a lower

probability of error for all β , with the greatest improvement

occurring when information reliability is emphasized in the

utility function metric.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We describe WNUM and compare its performance to

NUM along the dimensions of information rate and in-

formation reliability under randomly time varying channel

conditions. We consider networks of interfering links with

routed traffic, under conditions of Rayleigh fading. At typical

SINR’s, simulations indicate a simultaneous 30% improve-

ment in information throughput and a significant improve-

ment in reliability for all choices of β . WNUM uses optimal

policies to adapt to changing channel conditons by adjusting

network resources. We consider explicit rate-reliability trade-

offs as measured by the utility function metric and describe

a method for finding optimal control policies that meet

constraints on average transmitter power, information flow

and reliability. WNUM makes no parametric assumptions

about the distribution of channel states, but rather samples

the channel to estimate the Lagrange multipliers needed to

compute optimal policies. The convergence properties of

the FROEC-WNUM algorithm are briefly analyzed using

Stochastic Approximation techniques.

Future work includes extending the formulation to include

managing packet queuing delay.
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